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LIRNEasia is a regional not-for-proﬁt think
tank
Our mission is that of catalyzing policy change
through research to improve people’s lives in the
emerging Asia Pacific by facilitating their use of hard
and soft infrastructures through the use of knowledge,
information and technology.

LIRNEasia conducts research in leveraging new data
sources for public purposes in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh
In the big data space we do three things:
• Negotiate access to data and analyze it for specific policy
domains
• Study the implications of big data on society: areas of
interest are privacy, marginalization, competition
• Mainstream use in public policy with contextual knowledge

Mobile
network big data + other data è rich, 3mely insights
Private
sectorthat
dataserve private as well as public purposes
Mobile network big data
(CDRs, Internet access
usage, airtime recharge
records)

Construct Behavioral
Variables
1. Mobility variables
2. Social variables
3. Consumption variables

Other Data Sources
1. Data from Dept. of
Census & Statistics
2. Transportation data
3. Health data
4. Financial data
5. Etc.

Government
data

Dual purpose insights
Private purposes

Public purposes

1. Mobility & location
based services
2. Financial services
3. Richer customer
profiles
4. Targeted
marketing
5. New VAS

1. Transportation &
Urban planning
2. Crises response +
DRR
3. Health services
4. Poverty mapping
5. Financial inclusion
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With regards to mobile data, we have obtained four
diﬀerent types of meta-data
• Call Detail Records (CDRs): Records of calls, SMS, Internet
access
• Air3me recharge records
• All phone numbers are pseudonymized
•

LIRNEasia does not maintain any mappings of iden3ﬁers to
original phone numbers
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Mobile Network Big Data (MNBD) can give us granular &
high-frequency esNmates of populaNon density
DSD population density from
2012 census

DSD population density
estimate from MNBD

Voronoi cell population
density estimate from MNBD

66

Weekday

MNBD can also be used to esNmate changes in populaNon
density

Time 12:30

Time 18:30

Sunday

Time 06:30

Decrease in Density

Increase in Density
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Our ﬁndings which revealed that nearly 47%
Colombo’s dayNme populaNon comes from outside...
Colombo city is made up of Colombo and
Thimbirigasyaya DSDs

Home DSD

%age of Colombo’s
dayNme populaNon

Colombo city

53.1

1. Maharagama

3.7

2. Kolonnawa

3.5

3. Kaduwela

3.3

4. Sri Jayawardanapura
KoXe

2.9

5. Dehiwala

2.6

6. Kesbewa

2.5

7. WaXala

2.5

8. Kelaniya

2.1

9. Ratmalana

2.0

10. Moratuwa

1.8
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...were used by the Western Region
Megapolis Project

Source: Interview with Western Region Megapolis Authority in Echelon magazine
(December 2015, pp. 63)
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Other ongoing research
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding short-term and seasonal migra3on paXerns
Modeling the spa3al propoga3on of infec3ous disease (Dengue)
Measuring the impact of a transport shock (Opening the E03
expressway)
Understanding labor market mobility
Traﬃc analysis using CCTV footage
Enhancing land use predic3ons with social media data (Eg.
Foursquare), satellite imagery, and mobile network big data
Modeling interac3ons between diﬀerent land use paXerns
Developing new high-frequency indicators of economic ac3vity
Developing socio-economic indices and poverty mapping using CDR,
satellite imagery, household electricity data, census data, etc.
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NegoNaNng access to mobile data
• No established process existed, therefore prior rela3onships
maXer
• Basic process
–
–

Obtain in-principle agreement from company CEO
Painfully nego3ate speciﬁcs with 2nd and 3rd 3er management (~ 6
months)

• Throughout, mutual beneﬁts emphasized
– Methods for deriving public policy insights can also be adapted for
commercial purposes

• Signed an agreement
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LIRNEasia was proacNve in responding to
operator concerns
• Will the regulator object?

- The specific data requested did not contravene existing laws or
license conditions
- Data we obtain is pseudonymized with no links to original
numbers

• Will this research reveal any proprietary business
intelligence?
- All researchers sign Non Disclosure Agreements with LIRNEasia
- Operators sign off on our results before public release
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Gaining access to government data
has not been easy
• Some processes exist for gegng data, but no uniform procedures
– Easier for government-aﬃliated en33es; LIRNEasia is not one

• Diﬀerent, not mutually exclusive, approaches to that of mobile
operator engagement:
Submigng a data request proposal
Mee3ng with senior oﬃcials
Spending 3me talking to junior oﬃcials and nego3a3ng access
Building compelling story based on mobile network big data as part of
ra3onale for access to government data
– Partnering with government-aﬃliated organiza3on (e.g., University of
Moratuwa)
–
–
–
–
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Our interacNon with the government is
transiNoning from supply-push to demand-pull
• No demand for insights when we started in 2012; but had we
not started on the research when we did, no results would
have been available when the policy window opened
• Supply-push approach helped create the condi3ons for
essen3al demand-pull
• Given diﬃculty of assessing quality of big-data research, the
credibility of LIRNEasia has been of value
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• Big Data team conducts a public lecture
organized by Institute of Engineers Sri Lanka
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2016 Aug

Big Data team conducts a public lecture organized by Institute of Engineers Sri Lanka (IESL)
Email contact made with new DG of UDA with offer to brief on LA’s ongoing research (meetings planned but don’t happen)
First media interactions in Sri Lanka
Big Data Team Leader makes 5-minute presentation at Workshop on implementation of transportation master plan for Ministry of
Internal Transport organized by UoM’s Dept. of Transport & Logistics. Attended by domain specialists, academics, researchers,
officials from UDA, RDA, etc.
Big Data Team Leader invited to join planning team for the Western Region Megapolis Planning Project to provide insights from
MNBD. Our name suggested by one of the attendees in the May 2015 event, who was appointed to lead one of the committees
working on the WRMPP
In total 9 meetings were attended, culminating in a presentation to all the committees on insights from LIRNEasia big data research
related to urban and transportation planning
Big Data Team Leader presents at Workshop on Integrated Land Use Transport Modeling Practices in Sri Lanka and around the World
organized by UoM’s Transportation Engineering Division. Attended by domain specialists, academics, researchers, officials from UDA,
RDA, etc.
UDA, UDA’s Professionals Association, & Young Planners Forum of Institute of Town Planners, Sri Lanka organize special session for
LA to present ongoing research.
Echelon Magazine report on Megapolis plans include charts given by UDA on source locations of Colombo’s daytime population
developed by LIRNEasia (without acknowledgement)
Big Data team invited to make presentation to Sri Lanka Strategic Cities Development Project working on Kandy
DG UDA requests additional mobility and land-use insights on Kandy
Sri Lanka Strategic Cities Development Project reaches out to LIRNEasia for insights on foot traffic in Kandy. Our data not suitable but
we brainstorm possible methodologies
UDA requests additional finer-grained mobility insights for specific areas in Western Province

• The Urban Development Authority requests
additional finer-grained mobility insights for
specific areas in Western Province

Demand-Pull

2015 Jan

Policy Enlightenment/ Supply-push

However, it has required signiﬁcant
investment in Nme
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What has worked for us
Established presence
Leveraging exis3ng rela3onships
Partnering with universi3es
Building mul3-3er rela3onships in government
agencies
• Capacity building
• Proac3vely addressing mobile operator concerns
•
•
•
•

– LIRNEasia working with operators in the region on self-regulatory
guidelines for minimizing poten3al harms
• Draj self-regulatory guidelines developed by LIRNEasia available at
hXp://lirneasia.net/2014/08/what-does-big-data-say-about-sri-lanka/

– Reduce transac3on cost
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Thank you.
More informa3on:
hXp://lirneasia.net/projects/bd4d/
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